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Cybersecurity Risk to SMBs
Just how big is the risk to small businesses? According to the 2017 Verizon Data Breach Investigation 
Report, 61% of breaches targeted SMBs, up from the previous year’s 53%.¹ These cyber attacks cost small 
businesses anywhere between $84,000 and $148,000.² And 60% of small businesses go out of business 
within six months of such an attack.³

The harsh truth is, whether it was “in scope” or not, when an attack occurs, most SMBs, will point to their IT 
service provider and ask why they didn’t prevent it or at least detect it.

As growing numbers of SMBs are negatively impacted by cybersecurity incidents, more MSPs are seeing 
customers leave for a competitor, or worse-case simply going under. In either case, the MSP’s revenue 
source is lost and reputation threatened.

This situation has been slowly building and is also evident in increased price competition between MSPs.

“The average fee MSPs receive for traditional PC endpoint monitoring has fallen for the first time, and 
the majority of MSPs now face rival MSPs when bidding on customer deals. So MSPs have to shift their 
businesses”, says Kaseya CEO Fred Voccola at Kaseya Connect 2018 conference.

However, it’s not all bad news. Mr. Voccola also remarked, “The percentage of revenue that SMBs devote to 
IT continues to grow, and that means great upside for MSPs”. So, if the average fees are shrinking, yet SMBs 
are spending more on IT, where is the money being spent?

Turning Risk into Opportunity  
SMBs are slowly but surely waking up to the fact that traditional perimeter-focused defenses, such as 
firewalls and signature-based endpoint protection like anti-virus, are simply not enough to protect against 
modern cyber threats.

“Advanced targeted attacks are easily bypassing traditional firewalls and 
signature-based prevention mechanisms. All organizations should now 

assume that they are in a state of continuous compromise.”

Gartner, Designing an Adaptive Security Architecture for Protection from Advanced Attacks

Managed IT service providers are finding themselves at a crossroads. Cybersecurity incidents 
are impacting small- to medium- size businesses (SMBs) more and more, and making 
business-as-usual uncomfortable for MSPs. Learn how you, as an MSP, can most effectively 
protect your customers and your business, creating loyalty and higher margins.
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Experts say that managed security services will be a $40 billion space by 2022.⁴ As SMBs face the fact 
that they need cybersecurity solutions they can’t afford to build or manage themselves, managed security 
service providers (MSSPs) will be in position to save the day. 

As such, managed security services offer MSPs an effective means to both protect revenue by further 
entrenching their services into customer environments and expand revenue by adding in-demand 
cybersecurity capabilities without overhead or risk. Voccola said about managed security services,  
“It’s the highest-margin managed services offering today.” 

As the trusted IT advisor to businesses, MSPs are in the perfect position, more than any cybersecurity 
solution vendor, to communicate the value of and deliver effective cybersecurity to SMBs. MSPs must use 
this opportunity to consult with their SMB customers. A successful cybersecurity strategy must start with 
executive buy-in and context for leadership to understand what is at risk, and what a practical solution  
looks like. 

Using tools like a Cybersecurity Maturity Model, organizations that gain perspective about where  
they are today, where they need to be as soon as possible, and where they’d like to be soon after.

Fig A: Cybersecurity Maturity Model by Netsurion

The timing is right… right now. But how can your MSP professionally ramp up and deliver powerful 
cybersecurity solutions that are practical and affordable by SMB standards, without taking on high 
technology and staffing costs?

Capitalizing on the Opportunity – from MSP to MSSP
Successful cybersecurity requires not only bleeding-edge technology, but expert staff and mature 
processes. Simply reselling a portfolio of software solutions, trying to staff and train your own  
cybersecurity staff, and spending months or years developing standard operating procedures is futile. 
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By partnering with the right cybersecurity solution provider that encompasses platform, people,  
and process, your MSP can transform to an MSSP immediately and without overhead costs.

When considering your cybersecurity solution, keep in mind that pointed solutions are ineffective. Use 
the defense-in-depth strategy – the coordinated use of multiple security countermeasures to protect the 
integrity of the information assets in an enterprise. The strategy is based on the military principle that it  
is more difficult for an enemy to defeat a complex and multi-layered defense system than to penetrate  
a single barrier.

Platform
With so many disparate cybersecurity solutions in the marketplace, technology selection is crucial. Start 
with the basics… if you don’t log it, then it doesn’t exist. Meaning, a platform that can log all security-related 
events across the entire network, aggregate them, correlate them, and cut through the noise is absolutely 
critical. This solution is called Security Information and Event Management (SIEM).

   The Cybersecurity Landscape is Vast

 

Fig B: Cybersecurity technology landscape⁵

SIEM platforms have evolved from Centralized Log Management (CLM) tools years ago, and are currently 
considered the foundation and framework of any effective cybersecurity strategy. Today’s SIEM platforms  
go beyond comprehensive log management, analytics, alerts, and compliance to introduce behavior 
analysis, security orchestration, and automation – further cementing the placement as the key  
technology component.

The trouble with SIEM has historically been price (expensive software licensing and hardware 
dependencies) and practicality (heavy staffing for continual analysis and system tuning).

However, Co-Managed SIEM has effectively solved these barriers for SMBs by cloud-hosting the SIEM 
technology, streamlining deployment, integrating expert security analysts and procedures, and providing 
subscription-based pricing.
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People
Staffing may be the biggest barrier to cybersecurity. With a current estimated 350,000 open cybersecurity 
positions in the U.S., and a predicted global shortfall of 3.5 million cybersecurity jobs by 2021, the industry 
clearly has a massive problem regarding supply and demand.⁶

As MSPs enter the cybersecurity market, it is critical to partner with a cybersecurity vendor that doesn’t 
deliver technology alone, but has a substantial managed service operation of their own. In a co-managed 
scenario, your cybersecurity vendor will help you deploy, administer, and tune the SIEM platform while also 
providing a 24/7 Security Operations Center (SOC). This SOC should therefore not only be staffed with 
security, threat research, and incident response analysts, the SOC will also be the platform specialists that 
can collaborate with engineering on product enhancements and routine optimization of the deployment.

Process
Standard operating procedures are built upon years of experience by experts in cybersecurity. The last 
key piece is to ensure your cybersecurity partner can provide evidence that their processes surrounding 
onboarding, reporting, analysis, and incident response are comprehensively defined and practiced. Your 
SOC team should have ISO-certification and a clearly documented Runbook.

Fig C: Example Runbook for cybersecurity staff procedures

Co-Managed SIEM is the Clear Path

 

The bottom line is that MSPs are facing either risk or opportunity depending on their 
reaction at this crossroads, as SMBs are being increasingly impacted by cybersecurity. MSPs 
that transform effectively into MSSPs are able to protect revenue and grow profit margin. 
Meanwhile, cybersecurity solution providers are looking to MSPs to drive powerful threat 
protection and compliance into the SMB market. Together, in a Co-Managed SIEM security 
model, each group succeeds.
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Get a free demo about our Co-Managed SIEM opportunities for MSPs by visiting  
www.netsurion.com/partners. 
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About Netsurion

Netsurion powers secure and agile networks for highly distributed and small-to-medium 
enterprises and the IT providers that serve them. In such environments, the convergence of threat 
protection and network management are driving the need for greater interoperability between the 
NOC (network operations center) and the SOC (security operations center) as well as solutions 
that fuse technology and service to achieve optimal results. To this end, Netsurion has converged 
purpose-built network hardware, innovative security software, and flexible managed services.

Netsurion’s SD-Branch solution, BranchSDO, is a comprehensive network management and 
security solution consisting of SD-WAN, next-gen security, cellular, Wi-Fi, and PCI DSS compliance 
tools and support. At the heart of the solution is the CXD, Netsurion’s SD-WAN edge appliance.

Netsurion’s Security Operations solution, EventTracker, delivers advanced threat protection and 
compliance benefits in a variety of deployment options: a SIEM platform, a co-managed SIEM 
service with 24/7 SOC, and a managed SIEM for MSPs.
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